
Overview
With the Secabo LITE series, users get the best performance and convenience when finishing baseball caps, hats and

similar products. The innovative TCC LITE cap press enables even better performance through new ways of
finishing.Users can pursue other activities during the transfer process, as they do not have to wait next to the press. The

automatic opening of the press after the set time has elapsed is announced by an acoustic signal.Temperature and
pressing time can be conveniently preselected via the digital controller. The contact pressure is adjusted via a

handwheel on the underside of the easily exchangeable base elements. The automatically opening TCC LITE has a large
opening angle. In addition, the base elements in various sizes allow particularly small or particularly large caps and hats

to be processed perfectly in the press.The LITE cap presses offer all professional applications of the common hot
transfer processes such as flock films, flex films, sublimation, DTF, etc.. With the Secabo LITE series, users get the best

performance and convenience when finishing baseball caps, hats and similar products.Easily adjustable contact
pressureModular designSuitable for all common transfer processes.
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Technical Data

working area 15 cm x 8 cm

locking system Knee lever with electromagnet and gas springs

folding angle 0 ° - 35 °

max temperature 220 ° C

maximum time preset 999 s

max. downforce 300 g / cm²

power supply 230 V / 50 Hz - 60 Hz, 1.0 kW

environment +5 °C - +35 °C / 30 % - 70 % humidity

Dimensions closed (WxHxD) 24 cm x 59 cm x 53 cm

Dimensions open (WxHxD) 24 cm x 71 cm x 53 cm

Options Basic elements in other dimensions

scope of delivery
Mechanical base with heating element, basic element 14.6cm x
7.6cm, controller box, C13 power cable, tools, operating
instructions

weight with package 24,60 kg

Brand Secabo
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Views
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